On the need to classify rock mass fed to dry magnetic separation
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Abstract. The hypothesis of a possible use of dry magnetic separation is substantiated on the example of ores from ferruginous quartzite deposits operated by plants of PAO “Severstal” Holding. Size class of ore after medium crushing is ~80+0 mm when the vibrating feeder is used for feeding ore mass to the separation zone. The rationale is based on the analysis of video recording of physical simulation on a laboratory drum magnetic separator of SMBS-L series, in the VSDC Video Editor, and simulation modelling of dry magnetic separation on its virtual prototype in Rocky DEM software package. It has been proved that the use of a vibrating feeder for feeding the material to the working area of a magnetic separator makes it possible to: form a monolayer on the surface of the vibrating feeder chute with a thickness close to the maximum size of a lump of separated ore; implement batch feed of material to the separation zone; increase the spacing between lumps in the separation zone when passing through the free fall area, thereby allowing dry magnetic separation of ferruginous quartzites of size class ~80+0 mm without pre-preparation.
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Introduction. For developing the resource-saving technologies, improving the technical and economic performance of beneficiation and comprehensive processing of mineral raw materials [1-3] in conditions of a steady decrease in the content of valuable components (VC) in mined ores [4, 5], it is necessary to improve the beneficiation processes and equipment. The most relevant trend in the development of iron ore beneficiation technology is the use of the processes promoting formation of their quality by pre-concentration of lumps of mined rock mass [6-8]. Pre-concentration improves the quality of ore mass in lumps and forms, depending on the composition of its waste, raw materials for secondary use – “environmentally friendly” technogenic deposits or building material [9-11]. Thus, in beneficiation of ferruginous quartzites, pre-concentration by dry magnetic separation (DMS) is applied [12-14], its efficiency depending not only on the realization modes of the DMS process, but also on the size modulus of lumpy material in the separated class [15-17]. Papers [18-20] present the results of theoretical and experimental research, outline the conditions determining the need to prepare the ore mass for separation using screening. Paper [21] describes validation of the size modulus value at pre-concentration of ores by magnetic, gravitational and radiometric methods. It was shown that in order to reduce the losses of lumps with specification-grade magnetite containing a non-magnetic fraction, to minimize the dilution of magnetic fraction by lumps with magnetic susceptibility values corresponding to the cut-off and lower magnetite content, according to the condition of “equal magnetization” of particles of different sizes, size modulus should not exceed 2.5 relative units.
However, the results of laboratory and enlarged laboratory studies aimed at determining the DMS modes and conditions of ferruginous quartzite samples from six deposits operated by plants of PAO “Severstal” Holding: AO “Karelsky Okatysh” (Kostomukshskoye, Korpangskoye), AO “Olcon” (Komsomolskoye, Kirovogorskoye, 15 Let Oktyabrya) and OOO “Korpanga” (Yakovlevskoye) showed a possibility of obtaining similar technological parameters without primary screening [22, 23].

Studies were conducted on a sector laboratory drum magnetic separator with top feed of material into the working area of the separator which performs separation by holding magnetic particles on the transporting surface (magnetic separator drum shell). Narrow size classes (–200+150, –100+80, –80+50, –50+20, –20+10 and –10+0 mm) are obtained by screening using sieves with square cells of 150, 100, 80, 50, 20 and 10 mm.

Evaluation of the efficiency of dry magnetic separation is based on comparing the values of Fe_{tot} extraction into the non-magnetic fraction (NMF) during DMS of feed size ore (ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{feed}) and Fe_{tot} extraction into the NMF in the course of DMS of classified ore (ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{class}). Predominance of the number of cases (75 %) with a negative value of ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{feed} – ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{class} difference was established. Negative values of difference indicate a decrease in Fe_{tot} loss into the NMF during separation of feed size ore mass regardless of magnetic induction values on the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell (Fig.1). In 17 % of cases, the difference between the values of Fe_{tot} extraction into the non-magnetic fraction for feed ore and classified ore does not exceed 0.6 %. For ore mass with the lump size less than 80 mm, the difference is ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{feed} – ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{class} < 0.3 %.

Obvious differences are recorded in the DMS results for size classes –200+80 mm samples on magnetic induction values 0.16 and 0.32 T and are associated with dressability of the feedstock: the sample from the Kostomukshskoye deposit is characterized as difficult to beneficiate; the sample from the Korpangskoye deposit is easy to beneficiate. At magnetic induction of 0.45 and 0.75 T, ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{feed} – ε_{Fe_{tot}}^{class} difference does not exceed 1.5 %. This indicates that in the 80-200 mm size range of lumps, the size of impregnations, which in this case characterize the dressability of ore (coarsely impregnated – easy to beneficiate; finely impregnated – difficult to beneficiate), has a major effect
on the DMS realized at magnetic induction values of 0.16 and 0.32 T. Increase of magnetic induction values to 0.45 and 0.75 T increases the specific magnetic force acting on the lump and contributing to obtaining similar technological parameters for the ore mass of feed size and after pre-screening. As a result of increase in magnetic field induction on the drum surface from 0.16 to 0.25 T, specific magnetic force acting on a particle with a height of 40 mm increases to a value equal to the specific magnetic force that acts on a particle of 1 mm height at induction of 0.16 T. An increase in magnetic induction value to 0.25 T significantly reduces the losses of magnetite iron with large lumps of ore and makes it possible to beneficiate crushed ore that is not classified by size under the same operating modes of the separator (gate position, drum rotation speed).

As a result of analysis of the materials of laboratory and enlarged laboratory studies of ferruginous quartzite samples from the deposits operated by plants of PAO “Severstal” Holding, a departure from the data of theoretical and experimental studies presented in [1, 9, 24] was recorded. This fact is presumably related to the design features of the separator used in the research.

The aim of the work is to provide grounds to the hypothesis of a possible realization of the DMS on ferruginous quartzites for the deposits operated by plants of PAO “Severstal” Holding at feed size after medium crushing (size class –80+0 mm) when the vibrating feeder is used for feeding ore mass into the separation zone. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

- Analyze video material of magnetic separation process realized on a laboratory drum magnetic separator using the VSDC Video Editor.
- Based on results of physical experiments, to develop a kinematic separation model in Rocky DEM software package that adequately reflects the real process on the laboratory drum magnetic separator used.
  - Develop a kinematic model of separator with an alternative option for transporting ore mass from the intake hopper to the magnetic separator drum, which ensures coincidence of overall dimensions of the transporter surface, location of intake hopper, height from the point of lumps breaking-off the transporter surface to the magnetic separator drum shell and movement speed of ore mass lumps along the transporters.
  - Evaluate the movement of material on the surface of vibrating feeder chute of the laboratory drum magnetic separator in Rocky DEM software package from the intake hopper to the separator drum as well as ore mass passage along this path on a conveyor belt.

Methodology. Assessment of the influence of ore mass feeders to the separation zone on the efficiency of the DMS process is based on the analysis of material behavior in the magnetic separator space starting from the time the ore mass is unloaded from the intake hopper onto the transporter surface, in the process of moving along it to the separator working zone, to separation – formation of magnetic and non-magnetic fractions in the magnetic field action area.

Analysis of an ore sample movement from the time the lumps leave the vibrating feeder surface and along the course of their movement on the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell in the process of the DMS based on video recording results. Video recording was made by a camera with a resolution of 1,920×1,080 and a frequency of 240 frames per second. Processing of video material and construction of the movement trajectories of lumps are realized in VSDC Video Editor using the Motion tracking module (Fig.2), which allows to automatically create the movement trajectories of objects in video recording. The fragment of the video file presented in the window of the VSDC Video Editor software (Fig.2), which characterizes the entire video recording, is rotated counterclockwise by 90°. It should be noted that in order to track the position of lumps moving at an average speed of 1.73 m/s, a preliminary preparation of the video file is required – more than eight-fold slowing down of playback speed (to 12 % of its original speed).
Construction of the lump movement trajectory along the surface of magnetic separator drum is accomplished as follows: determination of the point relative to which the construction of trajectories will start (point of free fall start on coming-off the vibrating feeder chute); setting the area around the tracked object; tracking the movement of selected object using a special inbuilt algorithm of video editor: positioning the object on the drum spreader shell surface on each frame of video recording (setting markers).

A chain formed from sequential markers (Fig.2, green line) determines the movement trajectory of an ore mass lump from the edge of vibrating feeder chute to the intake hopper for separation products. This video editor allows making changes to the trajectory by setting reference points on the time scale adjusting the selection area and re-building a section of the trajectory that does not meet the user's requirements.

In the study, a laboratory drum magnetic separator of SMBS-L series (NPO “Erga”) was used. The design of this separator model, namely the presence of side walls at the vibrating feeder chute and the magnetic separator drum shell which form a directed movement of ore mass flow, did not allow to evaluate the layer forming on the vibrating feeder and its changes during movement from the place of ore unloading from the intake hopper to the edge of the vibrating feeder chute. For this, computer simulation of the process of rock mass movement in the space of a magnetic separator was conducted in Rocky DEM software package, which uses the discrete element method for modeling [25-27]. Papers [28-30] describe a successful application of Rocky DEM to solve the problems of substantiating the optimal design parameters and operating modes of beneficiation equipment.

A three-dimensional model of a laboratory magnetic separator used in physical experiments (Fig.3, a) was developed in AutoCAD and imported into Rocky DEM in STL format.

To confirm the hypothesis about a positive effect of the applied ore mass transporter to the separation zone (vibrating feeder), an alternative version of the device was developed in AutoCAD ensuring ore movement from the intake hopper to the magnetic separator drum – a conveyor with lateral restraints (Fig.3, b). Dimensions of the transporting surface of both devices (width and length), location relative to the intake hopper, height from the point of lump separation from the surface of the transporters to the magnetic separator drum shell are the same. Ore loading from the intake hopper to
the transporter is performed without using the devices designed for batch unloading, the material moves by gravity. The conveyor belt speed (0.2 m/s) is selected so as to ensure a similar speed of ore mass lumps movement from the intake hopper to the surface of the magnetic separator drum along the vibrating feeder (0.2 m/s).

To achieve highly realistic results of Rocky DEM modeling, ore mass is represented as a set of polyhedrons characterized by a shape determined by the ratio of the parallelepiped sides into which the polyhedron is inscribed, and a quantitative ratio of the size classes that make up the sample identical to the real test sample. Stress-strain characteristics of the sample used for modeling were determined from the results of studying the characteristics of ferruginous quartzite samples on the MTS 816 Rock Test System*. Friction coefficient of “ore – steel” pair characterizing the interaction of lumps with the surface of vibrating feeder chute made of steel was determined experimentally. The experiment consisted in finding the inclination angle of the vibrating feeder chute to the horizon, which ensures spontaneous rolling of lumps of the studied ore. Internal friction coefficient which characterizes the interaction of ore lumps with each other, based on reference values, is taken equal to 0.7.

It should be noted that there is no possibility in the Rocky DEM software package to simulate the interaction of ore mass lumps having magnetic properties with a magnetic field on the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell created by permanent magnets.

**Discussion of results.** Movement of ore mass lumps in the process of the DMS was analyzed using the material of initial size range –80+0 mm and narrow size classes formed by screening (–80+50, –50+20 and –20+0 mm). Construction of the trajectories and quantitative evaluation of batches were carried out in the steady-state operating mode of separator which is characterized by a uniform movement of ore mass along the surface of the vibrating feeder chute without formation of heaps and gaps between the batches.

In the course of video material processing, it was found that for ferruginous quartzites represented mainly by their magnetite variety the minimum lump size for which a movement trajectory can be constructed is 20 mm. Construction of the movement trajectory of lumps less than 20 mm is not possible due to their low colour contrast relative to the background (surface of the magnetic separator drum shell). Therefore, for ore mass lumps with a particle size less than 20 mm, a qualitative

---

* Investigations of strength characteristics of samples were made by experts of the Mining Institute of the Kola Science Center, RAS: A.K.Pak, N.N.Kuznetsov, V.P.Gumennikov.
assessment of their movement character from the intake hopper to tanks with magnetic and non-magnetic separation products was applied. From the vibrating feeder the material came off mostly as batches and less frequently as single lumps. Deviations in the character of movement on the drum surface were not recorded – non-magnetic and magnetic fractions freely fell into the corresponding receiver tanks. The material of the size close to 0 mm moved similarly.

Figure 4 presents an example of movement trajectories of ore lumps with a size of –80+50 mm characteristic of the entire sample volume of size classes –80+50 and –50+20 mm differing in magnetic properties: the first one is closer to the middle of the drum, moves to the receiving tanks of separation products along the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell; the second one, closer to the drum edge, moves tangentially towards rock tanks (farthest from the separator drum).

A batch character of ore mass arriving to the surface of the magnetic separator drum after leaving the vibrating feeder chute was recorded regardless of the size class (Fig.5). It has been ascertained that with growing size of lumps, time interval between the batches increases: for size class of –80+50 mm it is 336 ms; for –50+20 mm – 125 ms; for –20+0 mm – 23 ms. Time interval between batches of feed ore is 77 ms, which is two times shorter than the average interval between batches for the combined size class –80+0 mm of classified ore.

A decreasing time range between batches coming from the vibrating feeder chute to the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell in ore sample of the initial size range –80+0 mm is due to deceleration in the movement of large lumps (–80+20 mm) caused by lumps less than 20 mm. It is noted that a monolayer formed from the lumps of size class –20+0 mm on the surface of the drum shell.

Fig.4. Movement trajectories of ore lumps on the surface of magnetic separator drum shell
1 – a lump with magnetic properties; 2 – a non-magnetic lump

Fig.5. Movement of ore mass lumps in the space of a magnetic separator: size classes –80+50 (a) and –50+20 mm (b)
which causes a decrease in the movement speed of large lumps and increase in the distance between the magnet and the lump does not adversely affect the separation efficiency of large lumps.

Study of ore mass movement in a kinematic model of the magnetic separator created in Rocky DEM software package made it possible to expand the studied movement area of the material – to analyze the path from the time of ore mass unloading from the intake hopper to the transporter surface as well as in the process of moving along the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell which does not have the force of attracting magnetic ore lumps.

A comparative analysis of ore mass lumps movement along the surface of transporters showed that for the first option with the use of the vibrating feeder in the transporting system of ore mass from the intake hopper to the magnetic separator drum there is a decrease in layer thickness from the outlet slot of the intake hopper to the chute end from 55 to 10 mm (Fig.6).

When ore is moving to the surface of the magnetic separator drum by the conveyor belt, the layer thickness remained constant along the movement path and amounted to 55 mm. Minor layer height fluctuations on the conveyor belt surface are associated with lump shape and size at a particular point on the conveyor and are smoothed in a certain area when assessing the height of the layer.

It has been ascertained that at the same speed characteristics of ore movement on the surface of transporters, the number of lumps in a batch after transporting ore on the conveyor belt increases four-fold: in case of transporting by the vibrating feeder – an average of 10 lumps/batch (Fig.7, a); in case of conveyor transportation (Fig.7, b), to 40 lumps of ore mass are simultaneously present in the study area. The time spent on separating the simulated volume of the material decreased, at least, two-fold when the material moves from the intake hopper to the surface of magnetic separator drum.

Beginning of the study area is determined by an average contact line between ore mass lumps after the free fall trajectory with the surface of the magnetic separator drum shell at the beginning of the magnetic field influence domain. The reason for the increased continuous flow in the study area is the impossibility to form a monolayer flow when the conveyor belt is used.

Use of vibrating feeder for transporting ore mass from the intake hopper to the magnetic separator drum ensures formation of a monolayer with a thickness close to the maximum size of a lump of the studied ore sample; batch character of ore mass arriving to the surface of the magnetic separator drum after leaving the vibratory feeder chute, regardless of the size class. The accepted mutual arrangement of the vibrating feeder chute and the magnetic system forms a free fall area (see Fig.6, a), which allows increasing the distance between lumps in the separation zone and, thus, minimizing the influence of lumps on each other.

**Conclusion.** Results of the research based on analysis of video recording data of physical simulation process implemented on a laboratory drum magnetic separator of SMBS-L series.
Use of a vibrating feeder as a unit for feeding the material to the working area of a magnetic separator allows: forming a monolayer on the surface of the vibrating feeder chute with a thickness close to the maximum size of a lump of separated ore; implement batch feeding of material to the separation zone; increasing the distance between lumps in the separation zone when passing through the free fall area. Such movement of ore mass lumps in the working zone of the separator – in the action zone of the magnetic field – ensures an efficient separation into magnetic and non-magnetic products regardless of the lump size in the considered size range of 0-80 mm eliminating the need to classify the material in order to form narrow size classes.

The expansion of this work is supposed to increase productivity of the equipment achieved by reducing the amount of material fed in the magnetic separator drum by removing the product enriched in useful component ($\text{Fe}_{\text{tot}}$) at the stage of transporting ore mass from the intake hopper to the separation zone. It is possible to remove the beneficiated product by incorporating a grizzly grate into the transporting vibrating feeder (following the example of the transporting vibrating feeder chute of the energy-dispersive fluorescent separator [31-33]).
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